A Two-Step Synthetic Strategy toward Monodisperse Colloidal CdSe and CdSe/CdS Core/Shell Nanocrystals.
CdSe magic-size clusters with close-shell surface and fixed molecular formula are well-known in the size range between ∼1 and 3 nm. By applying high concentration of cadmium alkanoates as ligands, a conventional synthetic system for CdSe nanocrystals was tuned to discriminate completion from initiation of atomic flat facets. This resulted in ∼4-13 nm CdSe nanocrystals with hexahedral shape terminated with low-index facets, namely three (100), one (110), and two (111) facets. These low-symmetry (Cs group with single mirror plane) yet monodisperse hexahedra were found to be persistent not only in a broad size range but also under typical synthetic temperatures for growth of both CdSe and CdS. Atomic motion on the surface of the nanocrystals under enhanced ligand dynamics initiated intraparticle ripening without activating interparticle ripening, which converted the hexahedral nanocrystals to monodisperse spherical ones. This new synthetic strategy rendered optimal color purity of photoluminescence (PL) of the CdSe and CdSe/CdS core/shell nanocrystals, with the ensemble PL peak width comparable with that of a corresponding single dot.